A.S. loses $10,000
from enrollment drop

How your $105. is spent
$ 7400
$1.00
$ 300
$ 500

By Carol Magnuson
Declining enrollment has reared
its ugly head again to stuff its nose
into the business af the A.S. council
causing a drop of student fee income
to council from approximately
$530,000 to $520,000.
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This is the figure projected as
the total income, and will be used in
the A.S. budget for the coming year.
The total budget used by A.S. for
the allocation of funds to the various
student government committees is
being directly affected by declining
enrollment.
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Have you ever wondered where
all the money from your fees
disappears to once it leaves your
hands?
If you paid $105 in fees this
semester for six units of more, that
means $74 went for a materials and
services fee, $10 for the Associated

$12.00
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The $10 allocated goes to
Associated Studetns for all of the
programs budgeted within student
government.
This means that
programs such as Earth Toys,
Leisure Services, Reed Magazine,
MECHA, and many others are
allocated a certain projected
amount of money from the anticipated income of student fees for
the coming year.
There are approximately 54
separate organizations which
receive monies from the general
fund. The general fund itself consists of those monies from budget
and special allocations which are
left over at the end of the fiscal year
(except non-revertable funds).
These organizations may
request allocations for a program
after applying for it to special
allocations and after they show the
projected income ( if any) from the
program, or the projected budget.
A.S must then approve the
forwarding of that money.
The
organization is not required to

return any or all of the money,
unless they have a projected income
and obtain an underwrite for the
money.
The Special Allocations Committee is a separate entity existing
primarily to allocate these general
fund monies to all those
organizations. All others, ( those
listed in the A.S. budget prepared by
A.S. Treasurer Maryanne Ryan) are
automatically allocated funds according to their requests and according to, as stated earlier, the
projected budget inocme from the
$10 student A.S. fees.
What does all this add up to?
Well, first of all it means that a
grand total of $48,741.95 has been
allocated for the ’78-79 year.
Next, it means that any
organization may obtain money in
order to carry out a program or
stage an event for the benefit of the
campus and community.
If the
organization is not recognized by the
AS., it must go through proper
procedure, of filling out forms and
going before the Special Allocation
Committee.
However, in the event that
someone felt compelled to do
something illegal, such as steal the
money, as pointed out by Jean
Lenart of the A.S. Businesss Office,
they could only get away with it
temporarily.
(Continued on back page)

Funds juggled

residents
eet with
awmakers
By Erin A. Hallissy
A.S. President Maryanne Ryan
t Wednesday night for a weekg trip to Washington, D.C. with
other student presidents from the
lifornia
State
Student
ociation.
This is an annual trip of the
A.
The main objectives of the group
lude talking to legislators about
gher education and about
esident Carter’s proposal to intute a Department of Education,
parate from the Department of
Ith, Education and Welfare.
The trip is costing $500, $400 of
ch is coming from Ryan’s travel
dget and $100 from the CSSA. As
S. president, Ryan has a travel
dget of $3,500 to use for CSSA and
UC meetings.
The group will be meeting with
lifornia congressmen, a White
a
representative,
use
presentative from the CSUC
tional office, a financial aids
resentative from HEW, the
wer Tuition Coalition lobby, and
presentatives from the United
tes Student Association and the
erican Student Association.
Ryan also wants to meet with
nators Alan Cranston and S.I.
yakawa and Congressmen
rman Mineta, D-San Jose; Pete
oskey, R-Menlo Park; Lionel
n Deerlin, D-San Diego; and
bert Wilson, R-San Diego, to
cuss campus needs.
"I hope to meet with members
Congress who have campuses in
’r districts to bring their attion to student needs," Ryan
id.
Ryan will also be meeting on her
n with members from the
partment of Housing and Urban
velopment to discuss the
bility of receiving grants or
ns to establish student housing in
campus area.
"I think it will be a really
uctive trip," Ryan said. "It’s
portant to bring attention to the
blems that students are having
d to let them know what is hapning in the state."
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Students fee, $12 for a Student Union
fee, $5 for the IRA ( Instructionaly
Related Activities, $3 for a facility
fee, and lastly, $1 for your student ID
card.
Interesting? Now, what about
all those campus organizations
which get lots of dollars allocated to
them during the course of the
semester?

A.S. moves to aid groups
By Erin A. Halaissy
AS. Council allocated $9,619 to
five campus organizations Wednesday including $3,172 to the International Center and $3,000 to the
Independent Weekly.
The allocations required a
transfer of $10,000 from the special
projects fund to the general fund, a
move drawing expressions of concern from some council members.
Less than $5,000 remains in the
general fund.
Other organizations benefitting
from the council’s action were:
The Flying 20’s Club, which
received 82,520 to send eight
members to compete in national
flying championships in Louisiana;
The SJSU Softball Club, which
received $640;
KSJS, which received $287 to
cover the WAIAW Basketball
Regional Championships in Santa
Barbara;
The Young Socialist Alliance,
which received $66.90 to inform
people through films and literature
of the problems in South Africa.
The International Center will
use the money to institute a reading
room, while the Independent
Weekly, previously financially independent of student government,
will use the money on a "subscription" basis.

photo by Manly’, dello

’BEST FRIEND
IN ANY WEATHER
Looking a little wet but with plenty of love to make up for it, Fidel
followed his friend Stephen Cohodas, a journalism major, to
school yesterday. Fidel found school was not all fun and games
and patiently waited outside the Department of Journalism and
Advertising for Cohodas to get out of class. Fidel is probably
looking forward to finding a place a little more comfortable and a
lot drier. Rain is supposed to fall again today.

con omic maladies
tressed in speech
y finance analyst

The council also approved a
motion to insist that the A.S.
Program Board give council a
monthly activity report as stipulated
in the budget, and to refuse further
funding of the Program Board until
a report is submitted.
The council said that the
Program Board has not submitted
an activity report since last September.
An ad hoc committee of the
council was also set up to review
problems and try to find solutions to
problems that people have in applying for AS. committee seats.
Councilman Paul Boneberg will
be the A.S. representative on this
committee, which will include

By Norman Gotwetter
Saying there "isn’t a single human being in
Washington, D.C. who knows how to run a federal
monetary policy," financial analyst Louis Rukeyser told
an audience of several hundred business people Wednesday his own ideas for controlling inflation.
Rukeyser spoke in the S.U. Loma Prieta Room as part
of the festivities for the 50th anniversary of SJSU’s School
of Business.
"There’s a perennial state of economic illiteracy
which slashes across all traditional lines," he said, concerning public education.
"We need wise, courageous leadership," he added.
"For years, we have tried to solve long-term economic
problems with short-term political solutions."
Rukeyser pointed out that between 1958 and 1965, the
U.S. had much economic growth and effectively no inflation.
The reason, he said, was "The government behaved
differently. They did not run up governmental deficits and
try to correct that problem by printing confetti money."
He stressed the importance of public education and
said that while the president cannot do it all, "he does
have what Theodore Roosevelt called the ’bully pulpit.’
"It means he (President Carter) cannot attack the oil
companies to detract attention from his inability to come
up with a viable energy policy.
(Continued on back page I

Michael Mendina, a student who
said he had various problems in
trying to serve on an A.S. committee.
Council members also began to
revise Act 21, the finance code of the
council.
The act must have three
readings before any revisions can be
voted on. The second reading was
begun Wednesday and after some
discussion was tabled by the council
until the meeting next Wednesday.

All revisions in the act must be
made during the second reading. At
the third reading there can be no
further revisions and then the
changes in the act will be approved
or rejected by council.
The council also heard the first
reading of proposed revisions in Act
3, the Inter -Cultural Steering
Committee Act. ICSC proposed the
changes to make the act more
streamlined.

New College ’unique’,
seminars stressed
By Stephen Cohodas
New College Provost Larry
Chenoweth is not miffed by budget
cuts, faculty layoffs, and speculation
that some SJSU academic departments may be consolidated with
other Bay Area CSUC campuses.
Chenoweth explained why New
College could be the only school in
the social sciences to be passed-by in
the coming budgetary review.
"On any campus, particularly
one of this size, there needs to be a
place for experimentation, innovation and a new way of asking
questions," he said.
According to Chenoweth that
sense of experimentation has
marked New College as a unique
approach to education that is
unavailable on other CSUC campuses in the Bay Area. This makes
the likelihood of budget cuts in his
program slim.
Coupled with
the
new
curriculum design for upper division
students, Chenoweth believes a
more "cost-effective" program will
emerge. The new curriculum is
under review by Richard Whitlock,
dean of undergraduate studies.
The new curriculum stresses a
"seminar" approach in place of
individual education. It increases
the number of students per teacher.
Some students have argued that
the curriculum change will hurt New
College more than it will help. With
emphasis off individual instruction,

it will lose its unique quality, face
consolidation, and will be forced into
the same budgetary review as other
schools at SJSU.
Chenoweth disagrees.
"We have been well received by
everyone, including the dean’s
counsel and the office of undergraduate studies," he said.
"There is a much better reaction
toward New College.Chenoweth stressed that "costeffectiveness" was a by-product of
the curriculum change and not a
part of its original intent. He said it
should shield New College from cuts
and consolidation.
(Continued on back page)

weather
b

More rain today with light
winds out of the south. Temperatures will range from a
high of 52 to a low of 47.
Forecast by the SJSU
Meteorology Department.

AP.

Louis Rukeyser
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forum
Leaders lack control

Violent UFW strikes

By Patrick McGreevy
Rutin Contreras was buried
last week.
He had been shot in the head,
four days earlier, as he and other
United Farm Workers strikers
entered a lettuce field in the Imperial Valley.
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The UFW strike of Imperial
Valley lettuce growers has brought
back into public light, the violence
which the public has grown accustomed to in union -employer
confrontations.
Last year, independent truckers
who crossed the picket line at the
Alpha Beta distribution center in
Milpitas, during a Teamstergrocery chain strike-lockout, had
their trucks shot at and vandalized.
At one point, 200 workers in the
distribution center sigred a petition
complaining of harassment by
strikers.
In the Salinas Valley, where
growers are also being picketed by
the UFW, 19 strikers were arrested
on tresspassing charges after
charging into the fields of growers
using non-union workers. One
striker was arrested for possession
of a deadly weapon (a piece of pipe
and intent to commit assault.
What is sad about the death of
Contreras and other acts of violence
committed during strikes, is that it
is all so unnecessary.
Even with strike-breakers,

struck lettuce growers of the Imperial Valley have estimated that
they are harvesting only 5 percent of
what they would be harvesting
without a strike.
Both sides agree that the strikebreakers are having a negligible
effect on the strike and UFW leader
Cesar Chavez has proven in the past
that he has the power needed to win
an agreeable settlement.
So why the violence?
The frustration a striker feels
when he sees another man fill his job
is partly to blame, yet employers
have the right to hire other workers.
The financial pressure on
strikers during prolonged walkouts
may also move a man to violence.
And outsiders, with nothing to
lose, may stir up violence. Recently,
the KKK offered growers the services of lettuce pickers and security
guards. Fortunately the offer was
rejected.
But the main responsibility for
union violence should be placed on
the union leaders. Irresponsible and
weak union leaders who have no

The policy of the Spartan Daily
regarding letters and material
submitted from individuals or
organizations outside of the Spartan
Daily staff is as follows:
Letters
Letters should be submitted at
the Daily office (JC 208) between 9

Military does not belong on SJSU campus
here since nuclear weapons spell the
annihilation of every living thing on
the planet.
I do not agree for one minute
that ROT(’ belongs on this campus
or any other. Instead I would argue,
as the points were very succinctly
and appropriately made (Forum
editorial, Feb. 21) that the "broad
perspective" as they stated, or more
correctly, an all encompassing
liberal education should be taken to
the military universities.
Donald Shannon
Medical Social Work graduate

Editor:
It is unfortunate that the
Spartan Daily choose to support
ROTC at SJSU without looking at all
the facts.
I encourage others not to make
the same mistake. Attend the A.S.
Council committee hearing next
Tuesday, Feb. 27, at 2 p.m. in the
Student Union. Hear the arguments
of both sides before you make a
decision
James Babb
Political Sri. freshman
SJSU Students for Peace

RCYB

been deregistered )
centers of resistance.

were

storm

Editor:
What does the Revolutionary
Communist Youth Brigade stand
for? The struggle to turn this world
upside down. To get rid of the opand
exploitation
pression,
degradation forced on us every day.
To lift our heads out of the text
books, the boob tube and the beer
mugs to see where society is
heading, with its impending
economic crisis and world war.
We stand with our brothers and
sisters in Iran in their fight against
our common enemy, U.S. Imperialism. We say right on to the
Chicano rebellion that kicked the
cops out of the community in
Houston last Cinco de Mayo.
And we stand with Mao Tse-tung
whose revolutionary thought still
makes him the most dangerous man
today. This is why five members of
the Revolutionary Communist
Youth Brigade were arrested here at
SJSU on Feb. 1 when we marched on
campus.
Less than 10 years ago, schools
like SJSU, Stanford, and UCBerkeley where our chapter has

Though most of us weren’t
around, the cops and administration
remember it well. Their little
academic empires were threatened
at their very roots.
The students raised controversy
over the big issues of the day, taking
over the classrooms and the streets.
It was a nightmare for them and
the last thing they want is a reoccurance. So when the RCYB breaks
the deadening lull of the ’70s with a
revolutionary march upholding
Mao, the university takes its stand
suppress any rebellion, suppress
revolution and above all bust the
RCYB.
They use arrests and jail to
intimidate those who are promoting
revolutionary politics and to tell
those who are open to thinking about
it, not to.
Arrests and harassment are one
way of attacking the Brigade.
Another has surfaced in the innocuous pages of the little read and
even less influential Spartan
Daily/Independent Weekly.

Failure to control their menc
bership
invites
governmei
regulation and thus decreas(.1
freedom for the union.
By the same measure, ti
employer should be held responsibli
for the actions of those he hires I
protect his property. In the past, is
shown in the Contreras shootini
control by both sides has be(
lacking.
If these precautions had beEc
taken, Contreras may have enjoyg
Saturday dinner with his wife al
two children. Instead, he was fl.
present.
a

Daily Policy

letters
Editor:
Have you ever been in the
military or even for that matter to
the recent engagement of the
military in an illegal war? Yes, the
military machine deserves to be
reprimanded as the party responsible for encouragement of such
conflicts in an attempt to further
their own ambitions.
Before WWII and more recently
the Korean conflict, the Pentagon
and the military -industrial complex
were non-existent.
While the middle and lower
classes went away to fight in Vietnam, industrialists got richer and
the politicians kept spouting rhetoric
about freedom, dignity and eventually an honorable end to the war in
Vietnam.
None of the above conditions
were forthcoming.
In the wake of Proposition 13,
the citizenry should take hold of the
reins of government in the hopes of
effectively exercising some constraints over military spending.
The issue of death and
destruction, which are underlying
philosophies of the military ( since
war is its ultimate purpose), is mute

control or don’t wish control ovt
their members should be held at
countable for resulting acts 4:
violence.
Union leaders who encourag
hatred by members toward tt
employers are guilty of any violencl
that hate is channeled toward.
It is the union’s responsibility I
make sure picketers know the law
I trespassing), and are not carryin
weapons.

They claim, among other things,
the Brigade alienates people and
does more harm than good, turning
people off to revolution.
We ask, has any important
social change ever come without
struggle and sharp controversy? Did
the Black Panthers ever alienate
anybody? Did the students who took
over Cornell University alienate
anyone? Did the anti-war movement
ever disrupt a class or burn down a
bank or an ROTC building?
If any important revolutionary
movements confined themselves to
"acceptable" boundaries there
would have been no advance.
These movements touched the
very soul of society and it is this
revolutionary spirit that the Brigade
is learning from and carrying forth
to the storms that are on the horizon.
The RCYB will stand with the
rising struggles of the people. As
Mao Tse-tung said "Dare to
struggle, dare to win!" Defend the
RCYB 5!
Sharon Yuki
History junior

a.m. and 5 p.m. weekdays, or 11
mail to the Forum Page, c/o t1
Spartan Daily, San Jose Sta
University, 125 S. Seventh St., Si-j
Jose, CA 95192.
All letters must include tl
writer’s signature, major, cla
standing. address and telephoi
number. Only the name, major al
class standing will be printed.
The Spartan Daily reserves t
right to edit for length, style,
vasion of privacy and libel.
The Spartan Daily reserves
right to limit the number of lette
on a given topic after a sufficie
amount of comment has appeared.
Forum
The intent of the Spartan Da
Forum page is to present a vane
of viewpoints on issues affecting ti
university community.
columns a
Comments,
editorials will discuss local, stat
national and international affairs.
Editorials reflect the positi.
of the Daily. Opinion columnet
press the views of the writer
organization and will appear with
by-line attributing the article a
cordingly.
The Daily encourages rea
comments regarding editoria
opinions or news stories.
Press Releases
Releases should be submitt.
as early as possible to the Ci
Editor at the Spartan Daily office
by mail. The sooner the release
received, the better coverage t
topic may receive.
All releases should include
telephone number that can be call
in case further information
needed.
The Spartan Daily reserves t
right to limit, rewrite and edit pre
releases for length, style, invasion
privacy or libel.
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egislators face
ossible limit on
ntroducing bills
By Ethan Winston
A resolution A.C.R. 3)
miting the number of bills
legislator can introduce
uring a session war
assed by the state
ssembly last Friday.
The
resolution,
uthored by Michael Gage,
Napa, would limit a
gislator to introducing 25
ills the first year of a
ssion and 15 for the
econd.
When too many bills
re introduced. Gage said,
portant legislation gets
ss attention than it
eserves.
To become effective,
.C.R. 3 will have to be
eard and approved by the
enate Rules Committee
nd the Senate floor.
Gage said he plans to
bby in the upper house.
The longer someone’s
een here the less they like
A.C.R. 3) because it
plies we’re doing
mething wrong," Gage
id.
"A less warm recepon" for the resolution is
kely in the Senate, Gage
heves, because of the
rge number of long-time
fficeholders there.
Two local assemlymen, voted against the
esolution;
John
asconcellos, D-San Jose;
nd Alister McAlister, Dn Jose.
Four others, Leona
geland, D-Morgan Hill;
ichard
Hayden,
Rupertino; Victor Calvo, Dountain View; and Henry
ello, D-Monterey, voted
r it.
"This arbitrary limit of
bills, if rigorously enreed,
represents
a
rious restraint on a
gislator’s ability to
epresent his conituents," McAlister said.
"A legislator doesn’t
troduce bills because he
ants to see words on a
iece of paper," he connued.

’Distinguished’ staff
lauded by Fullerton

McAlister warned that
bills introduced under this
limit will be longer; encompassing many ideas
of
piece
into one
legislation.
When a committee
puts out 50 to 200 bills a
day, not much time is
devoted to any one piece of
legislation," Gage said.
The fact of the matter
is it’s embarrassing the
cursory attention we give
matters," he continued.
bills
Committee
( legislation recommended
by a policy committee ) will
not count against an individual legislator’s quota
and Gage hopes this will
put more emphasis on the
committee process.
A legislator would also
be able to introduce more
than the limit if a bill is
approved by the Rules
Committee of the house of
origin.
a
modest
"It’s
resolution," said Hayden.
"It’s near the average" for
number of bills introduced.
Legislators handling
more than 40 bills in a
session are either doing a
phenomenal job or introducing too much
legislation, Hayden said.
The high cost of introducing legislation is
another reason Gage gave
for suggesting the
limitation. The Legislative
Analyst Office, in 1975,
estimated it cost $2,300 to
introduce a bill and then
have it die in the second
house.
Gage said this happens
to two-thirds of all
legislation introduced.
The last three sessions
have had between 6,000 and
8,000 bills in each two-year
span. Under A.C.R. 3, if
each legislator introduced
40 bills, the total would be
4,800.
inhas
Egeland
troduced 7 bills so far this
session; McAlister 29;
Vasconcellos 2; Hayden 2;
Calvo 3; and Mello 9.

olano site ’best
or power plant
SACRAMENTO (AP) The proposed Solano
ounty site for the state’s
rst coal-fired power plant
the only one for which air
in be made clean enough,
le state Air Res" 7es
oard said yesterday
In testimony prepared
tr an Energy Commission
earing, an ARB pollution
ontrul engineer said there
re not enough other
ollution sources near
alternative
Ihree
acramento Valley sites
ir Pacific Gas & Electric
b. proposed plant.
Gary Rubenstein told
le commission that new
mission controls could be
,dded to existing PG&E
ower plants near the
’ollinsville site that "will
esult in cleaner air
ownwind of the new power
lant than exists today."
The ARB and the
Inergy Commission have a
?int policy requiring a
tility seeking a new power
lant to clean up nearby
ther pollution sources to
ffset new air pollution that
vuld be caused by the new
lant.
Rubenstein said the
ther three proposed sites near Oroville in Butte
’ounty, Wheatland in Yuba
’ounty and Willows in
’term County - do not have
nough other pollution
mrces nearby that could
e reduced if the plant
ere built at one of them.
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He recommended that
the commission approve
only the Collinsville site.
PG&E wants to build a
two -unit 1,600-megawatt
coal-fired power plant in
Northern California and is
seeking Energy Commission approval for one of
its four proposed sites. The
plant would be the first in
California to burn coal.
But one of the main
concerns about building
coal plants in California
has been whether they can
meet the state’s strict air
quality regulations.

By Mary T. Lee
Addressing a group of
SJSU researchers Wednesday afternoon, SJSU
President Gail Fullerton
encouraged
faculty
members to talk to each
other about their work to
create mutual enthusiasm
to build mutual support.

County funds juggled
under new plan

V

Gail Fullerton

Rent relief supported
by 3 council members
By Phetsy Calloway
Three San Jose City regulations of rents by
Council members pledged ordinance. It does not set
their support to the cause limits on landlords but is
of rent relief at a meeting directed toward aiding
of Citizens for Rent Relief those persons faced with
( C.R.R.)
Wednesday sudden rent increases or
increases which are very
evening.
Councilmembers Iola high, such as an increase of
$50
per month.
Williams, Jerry Estruth
Elise M. Gonzales,
and Tom McEnery told the
approximately 100 persons representing the renters’
gathered at the Harry Stein organization, told the
Pavilion of the St. James council members they
Community Center that could look forward to the
they were sympathetic to group jamming a future
the demands presented. city council meeting.
"We’re not going to get
None of the council
members
committed what we want by nice
thetnselves to a concrete negotiations," Gonzales
said. ."I think everybody
plan of action.
C.R.R. presented a ’here has made up their
seven-point plan, including mind to fight till we get the
the freezing of rents until ordinance we want."
Councilman
Jerry
Dec.
31,
1979;
the
regulation of all rental Estruth, who left the
units, whether they be meeting early because of
houses, apartments or another commitment, told
mobile homes; and the the crowd that he opposes
rolling back of rents to the rent control but not rent
relief.
May 31, 1978 level.
"Your position is
The group also asked
that the discussion of rent morally justifiable," he
relief be placed first on the said. "You’re between the
council agenda for March rock of fixed income and
20, that the council conduct the hard place of rising
negotiations on a per- prices. The exact form I of
manent rent -relief or- a rent relief ordinance I
dinance during the rent will not commit myself to
freeze, and that the council right now."
. C.R.R. members also
members present Wedtheir
nesday night take a public expressed
position on rent relief at the disillusionment with the
authors of Proposition 13,
meeting.
Rent control sets legal landlords and most of the
city council.

No constitutional convention yet
SACRAMENTO )AP) - An Assembly committee
yesterday heard final
strong pleas for passage of
a plan backed by Gov.
Edmund Brown Jr. to call a
constitutional convention
to balance the federal
budget.
The Assembly Ways
and Means Committee put
off an immediate vote to
hear the last witnesses

-We have a !acuity
distinguished beyond their
own image of themselves,"
she said. "You can share
your enthusiasm and interests."
The purpose of Wednesday’s reception, according to John Weihaupt,
dean of graduate studies

scheduled to testify at the
committee’s third hearing
on the resolution,
"Congress has not yet
gotten the message about
decreasing federal spending or the idea of a
balanced budget," said
Sen. William Campbell,
Republican leader in the
sta te Senate.
Fred
Heringer,
president of the California

Farm Bureau, also called
for the resolution’s
passage, saying inflation, if
allowed to continue, "will
eventually destroy our free
enterprise system."
Another
backer,
Robert Monagan, president
of
the
California
Manufacturers Association, told the committee it
would be "far better" for
Congress to respond to the
problem.

FINANCIAL AID QUIZ
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4. Do you have trouble meeting deadlines?

A major feature would
be a permanent shift of two
cents per dollar of the six cent sales tax to local
governments - a $3 billion
revenue source - to be split
among counties, cities and
special districts.
Most of that money, 11/2 cents, would substitute
for lost county property tax
revenues. Another quarter
cent would go to cities, and
a quarter cent would be
available for counties to
pass to taxpayers as a tax
cut or reimpose for use of
counties
or
special
districts.

"Those of you in
science sometimes don’t
know how distinguished.
you are," she said, adding,
that many are well known’
outside the state for their:
research work.
In order for the
university to grow.
Weihuapt said, scholars
must have the support of
the administration and the
resources to do their work..
"They i scholars ) must
be self-starters," he said,
"and there must be an
environment which is
conducive to scholarly
activity."
The reception, held in
the International Center,
was attended by ap-,
proximately 100 SJSI.::
faculty members and
administrators.

Engineering & Computer Science Majors

DON’T MISS TALKING
TO THE HUGHES
RECRUITER VISITING
YOUR CAMPUS SOON.
Contact your placement office
for interview dates.

HUGHES !
Own," a now woo., voilMeMmironocs
AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER M,

One woman called for a
newspaper boycott.
C.R.R. will hold a
general meeting next
Wednesday at 7:30 p.m. at
St. James Community
Center, Third and St.
James streets.
QLICK sun CLEAN
\

F 10111i HOF
/
%I 111M.MI. MI \ ,.
1 -.5 I’M
,i \ F !Fit ,F.10 II F
term papers reports

KSJO’S Tom Mix says, "Give my show a
listen every Monday through Friday at my
new time 6 a.m.-10 a.m. on FM 92.3 . . .
and, hey podnah . . . watch them spurs!"

instant revisions
I ii I \ II \\
371 6672

KSJO
92
IATED STUDENTS PROGRAM HOARD
SAN JOSE STATE tINt VERSITY

1. Are you having trouble meeting your
educational expenses?

3. Do the types and kinds of aid confuse you?

are many facets that will
be discussed in the coming
weeks and months, and
there will be changes. But
it’s the only comprehensive
program I know about."

Fulllerton said she is
pleased to see so many.
actively
involved
in
research and added there
funding’
are
more
possibilites in the arts and
humanities, such as institutional grants.

e

"You have my commitment to look at the
that
recommendations
come in," said Williams,
"and do something about
the problems you’ve talked
about tonight."

SOUK SICIIIIAMAIL SUNK!

Easy Questions’ Easier Answers
A "No -Credit- Course "We Deal Only In $$

2. Do you have trouble with forms?

Speaking of Howard
Jarvis’ campaign promises
that Prop. 13 would bring
lower rents, Dorothy
Weinrauch of C.R.R. said,
"We were snookered. Let’s
face it folks."
Another woman spoke
of landlords’ misuse of
deposits.
"Why is it they want
you to put down $300 or $400
and then put down rent on
top of that? Nothing is done
with that deposit."
"I think the city needs
to realize that downtown
San Jose is the highest rent
area,"
said
Octavia
Coleman, representative
for students and the handicapped.
"Most students are
also on a fixed income,"
she said. "We feel it’s an
insult that students have to
put up with these conditions."
Councilman McEnery
told the crowd, "I think all
segments of society should
share in its hardships, like
Prop. 13." He said he had
no reluctance to discuss
rent relief when it comes on
the agenda.

SACRAMENTO AP -California’s 58 counties
would get no property tax
revenue, and the $1.6
billion the counties now
collect in property taxes
would be given to schools
under a new Brown administration proposal.
Under the plan, the
revenue loss to counties
would be covered by giving
counties a bigger share of
the sales tax and by permanent state assumption
of most welfare and health
programs.
The proposal does not
give schools, cities and
counties any extra money,
but it designates permanent sources of funds in
order to reduce the uncertainy of revenues that
has plagued local governments since enactment of
Proposition 13.
The proposed post 13
Proposition
redistribution of local
government revenues was
presented in closed door
briefings Wednesday to
legislative leaders by state
Finance Director Richard
Silberman, Gov, Edmund
Brown Jr.’s top fiscal
adviser.
Silberman said in an
interview that the proposal
would be formally unveiled
to the public next week
after briefings with
legislators, and he confirmed details of a 17-page
summary distributed to
legislative leaders.
"This is a definite
proposal of the administration," Silberman
said.
"Obviously, on a
matter this complex, there

and research, -grows out:
of our concern for, and.
appreciation of. the quality’
researchers we have at
SJSU."

END OF QUIZ
If you answered "YES- to any of the questions. you should take advantage
of the following financial aid workshops held in the Student Union
Feb. 21 1-3 pm Costanoan Room
Feb. 22 2-4 pm Almaden Room
Feb. 26 2-4 pm Almaden Room
Feb. 27 2-4 pm Almaden Room (LAST CHANCE’)

REMEMBER!!
Mar

I

Deadline. 1979,740 SISU Scholarship Applications to Financial Aid

Mar

I

Office
Deadline.

received by
117,7 SO Student Aid Applications to be
College Scholarship Service. l’ 0 Bi Th. Berkeley. CA 94701

For applications or any other information, please contact the Finan cial Aid Office, Room 235, Dudley Moorhead Hall, or call 277-2116.

DAYS OF MUSIC 8z DANCE:

THE SPLENDOR OF DRESDEN
a multi-media presentation of music
and art with Harpsichord and Lute.
sponsored by
Fine Arts Museums of San Francisco

TODAY
at NOON in S.U. BALLROOM

FREE
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feature
Monday -- a chance to view mother nature at her ’most grandiose’
By James P. Wagner
of
Residents
California and the
Northwest will have an
opportunity Monday to
view nature’s most
opticl
grandiose
phenomenon, weather
permitting.
A total eclipse of the
sun, the last of this
century in North
America, can be viewed
and
Oregon
in
Washington, according
to Alfred W. Einarsson,
SJSU physics professor.
The eclipse will not
be total in the Bay area,
but it should be grand
be
to
enough
noteworthy, he said.
The eclipse will be at its
at apmaximum
proximately 8:15 a.m.
But, don’t look at
the sun!

A number of tricks
can be employed to view
the solar black out
without harm to the
eyes, according to
Einarsson and other
experts.

experts
Some
contend that the use of
two thicknesses of
exposed film will
provide adequate
protection for viewing
the sun directly, but this
is a dangerous practice
because the dyes in the
film will not filter
harmful infra-red rays.

A makeshift pinhole telescope will serve
quite will.

An arc welder’s
protective face mask
with a very dense filter
will provide adequate
protection. However,
make sure it is an arc
welder’s mask. A gas
welding mask will
provide no protection
against harmful rays.

Take a cardboard
box a couple of feet deep
and cut a 2-by -2 inch
opening at one end.
Across this opening,
place a piece of foil and
poke a pin-hole in it.
The image of a
bright cookie with a bite
taken out of it will focus
at the opposite end of
the box. Cut another
hole at the side of the
box to view the
projected image of the
sun. Do not look directly
into the pin-hole.

Astronomy shops
around the Bay Area
can supply an avid sun
watcher with a number
of devices for safe
viewing of the sun.
Sir Isaac Newton,

Tips on
viewing an eclipse:
1. Use a ’pin -hole’
telescope
2. Use an arc welder’s
mask
3. DON’T LOOK AT THE
SUN!
the father of modern
optics, used a mirror to
reflect the image of the
sun into his darkened
room at Cambridge
University, a technique
that still works today.
Or, you can catch

the eclipse on the 6
o’clock news.
Ihigue l/nosual
1.ki irk I;,
1,
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I
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High Pay
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Program Board acts as host to diverse entertainers
By Lorri A. Cuffaro
Have you ever wondered how entertainment is
brought to campus, or who
decides who will come to
SJSU?
Well, the answer is the
Studetns
Associated
Program Board i ASPS).
Program Board has
existed in its present form
for ten years, according to
Toni McDonald, student
director of the ASPB.
The board consists of
seven students, who each
have an area they work
with.

Henry Gage works
with "Artist in Residence,"
a series of lectures and
workshops. Last year such
events included mime and
magic shows.
Lori Brand is in charge
of classical arts.
Alan Aberg works with
the subject of contemporary arts and
schedules contemporary
music, f rock and jazz) on
campus.
Dance is another area
within the Program Board
and is under Debbie

Wilson’s direction. Dance
Spectrum, which appeared
recently at San Jose Center
for Performing Arts, is an
example of such productions that the dance area is
involved in.
Andrea Hart, is in
charge of the drama.
Events within this area
include magic shows and
obtaining drama group; on
campus.

lecturers on campus.
Wednesday Cinema, is
in the film area of the
Programs Board, and Ed
Attanasio deals with this
area.
Events for the ASPB
include "The Splendor of
Dresden," taking place
today in the S.U. Ballroom.
A slide show dealing

AMEIR

The forum department, with Steve Hastings
in charge, deals with
getting guest speakers and

Eight Years Ago Today:
The home of six
members of the San Jose
Liberation Front ISJI,F )
was
"thrashed."
"Thrashing" means to
destroy property for what
they represent.

:

Eight out of eleven
people in the Instructional
Television tITV ) department were out of work
because of Gov. Ronald
Reagan’s budget cuts. This
included everyone in the
department except two
administrators and a
secretary.

The Academic Council
voted to increase student
representation from eight
to 12.

Six Years Ago Today:
For the first time in
SJSU’s history, a formal
veterans office was opened
on campus to serve the
SJSU veteran. The service
was designed to help GI’s
in service-connected and
veteran-orientated problems.

Sociological reports
showed that Christians are
getting the most out of sex,
Josh McDowell, lecturer on
Christian prophecy, said
during a lecture at SJSU.

A bipartisan state
legislative report charged
the California campus
system
discriminates
against the poor, minorites
and persons living in rural
areas.

Years
Fourteen
Ago
Today:
Fraternity intramural
basketball league officially
opened.
:::

:::
i;
e:
i.

a
"Opera -Jazz,"
musical program of
political and social wit, was
performed in Montgomery
Theatre.
Bob

Pisan,

ASH

HEARTS
sibilty for tearing down an
exhibit in New College. The
exhibit featured two Daily
reporters’ report on the
Delano strike.

I r

HISTORY
OF THE
BEATLES
I hrs

Horseplay hospitalized
a member of Sigma Chi
fraternity with severe cuts
on his arm after being
thrown into the pool of his
apartment by some
fraternity brothers.

An energetic plan to
inform incoming students
of the role student
government plays at SJS
was adopted by the Student
Council.

Spartan
hoopsters
handed the Broncos of
Santa Clara their first loss
of the season, 73-69.

ise,1

01 the Beall,

THE LIFE STORY
OF
C.S. LEWIS
has finally
been filmed
YOU ARE INVITED TO

9188
CORD and DENIM
BELLS
CORD BIG BELLS
NUVO FLARES

featuring

A premiere of film "Through loy and Beyond Open forum on life and works of C5. Lewis
Personal appearance by Reverend Walter Hooper
(CS. Lewis’s Private secretary),
Tickets - Adults $730 Students $5.50
ONE NIGHT ONLY:
Monday, March 5-. 6:30 to 10 p.m.
Sen Jose Center for the Performing Arts
Aaosoan ana ,n Cao,
- Only Bay Area Showing
.rourou bOoksOnef
drori,
Anyount 01 Tocknts.
k too Oto
v0o,
ooy.ano ,. a -PH. IL MS
. tO
Fr. Phurin

1r IP
soil

356 6375
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A DREAM

Young Americans for
Freedom launched a
statewide campaign to gain
support for S.I. Hayakawa,
president of riot-torn San

fi’attit

Department is a seminar
with anthropologist Jane
Goodall.
She will be at the San
Jose Center for Performing
Arts May 3 and will be on
campus to work with anthropology students May 4.

A PREMIERE SEMINAR
OF

President, received a letter
from Chancellor Glenn S.
Dumke asking him to
speak on tuition fees at the
meeting of the State
College Board of Trustees.

Ikrotik

lirt1)0
KING

flashback

with Baroque music will be
included in the event that
deals with ’the artistic
history of the 1550-1750
period.
An up-coming event
sponsored by the ASPB and
the Continuing Education

Of PASSION

Your opportun. to beater ode retard
11W11
-Chrol, les llearnla
Mere C6r4tilawar,". Sereunaeye letters nal more

MOVIN’ ON JEANS
Special selection $

7 50
/

the
Pant Farm ,

(3718151)
1840 S. BASCOM AVE.
NI -F 10-9, SAT. 10-6, SUN. 12-5

ZORBA
THE GREEK

Furnished rooms were
renting for 810-15 a month,
and two-bedroom apartments, near campus, $100 a
month.

Ten Years Ago Today:
An anonymous caller
to the Daily, claiming to be
a member of the Mexican.
American Student Confederation, took respon-

MEDICAL SCHOOL
SCHOLARSHIPS
are offered by the Navy to Pre-Meds accepted
to accredited medical schools in the U.S. The
Navy provides full tuition plus books and lab
fees and a $400 a month stipend. For further
information and eligibility requirements,
call (415) 273-7791 or write to:

MEDICAL SCHOLARSHIPS
Navy Recruiting District, San Francisco
1515 Clay Street
Oakland, CA 94612
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Folk Dancing:
the international language

IN
U.S.
INVITES

It was a night to remember for the SJSU
students of various nationalities who performed the
dances of their countries at the first annual Internaitonal Folk Dance Festival.
Approximately 200 persons attended the event,
held in Morris Dailey Auditorium on cmapus on
Feb. 10. Judging from audience reaction, good will
filled the auditorium.

photos by Terry Ste/ma
haOkUjili,
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Antique Realty
FOR INFORMATION SEE
VERN WING A T THE
STUDENT UNION ON
MARCH? & 8, OR
CALL HIM A I 2 79 .14 7 7

Farzad Emami-Investment Broker
19601 McKean Rd.
San Jose, CA. 95120

%hoe Ataltp

LAT_ED STUDENTS PRORAM BOD
AR
SAN JOSE STATE UNIVERSITY

Association presents
Work in America’
3 -day conference
here

need

SPECIAL FEATURE

Call The Perfect Impression
Well wrieell (11,I111011,
446-0878

tahsrpeeectsdof work fduring the,
onesreneces
seven topicy sessions.

For most people, work
usuallu the furthest thing
rm thier mind when the
eekend rolls around.
However,
today
rough Sunday will be the
ception to this rule as the
ilifornia
American
tudies Association is
resenting its annual
onference entitiled "Work
n America" at the SJSU
mpus.

Job Internship seekers

QUALITY RESUMES

In Honor of Black History Month:

The Ethiopian filmmaker will speak and show
his prize-winning film,

Editing, typing akin available

’13USEI

"Orr’
The Ctreat Argentus Kush
New precious metal alloy
lot class rings’
Costs lar less than gold’
ii sire’s slakes
Nuectal
wirttductory

trees tut White Argents
new. Yellow Argentus’

and

Includes tree deluxe
options and Jostens Full
Itletnne Narranty’

Feb. 28th
Morris Dailey Auditorium
$1.50

Showtimes: 7 (St 10 pm

For more into call 277 2807

10 .1

COMING MARCH 1st & 2nd

11 s

$59.95

/CI

VII

111ml:411111W InliV

Only during the following times when your Josten’s representative
will be on campus.
Speakers from studies
eluding history, anropology, economics,
ban affairs and sociology
ill that with different

. fascinating faces
. . . vivid sound and
excellent photography."
Lawrence Van Gelder,
N.Y. Times
".

John Brazil, coordiantor
the American Studies
Program at SJSU and vice
resident of the Northern
alifornia chapter of the
merican
Studies
Association, is the program
hairman for the conerence being held for the
rst time at this campus.

Persons interested in
attending the conference
may register today at 11
a.m. through Saturday in
BC 015. Cost is $5.

Presenting Director & Screenwriter
Haile Gerima

The Perfect Impression \

DAM Feb. 26 and 27
MACE Spartan Bookstore

Tin* 10.00-7:00

"Close Encounters of
the Third Kind"
7& 10 p.m.
ANOTIII.I I VI NI

IF! S
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sports
Second baseman almost transferred

Pedretti’s decision benefits baseball team

By Dan Wood
The SJSU baseball
1,-)me awfully close to
losing second baseman
Chris Pedritti. In fact, it
came close to never getting
him in the first place.
Pedretti transferred to
SJSU last year from
Merced Junior College, but
came very close to leaving
first
his
after
semester,befure the first
baseball season even
started.
-I was kind of disappointed in the baseball
program," Pedretti said,
"because it was so
relaxed."
That disappointment,
coupled with a few personal problems, almost
convinced Pedretti that his
original decision to come to
San Jose had been a
mistake.
On the verge of yet
another transfer, probably
to San Diego State,
Pedretti decided at the last
minute to remain at SJSUmainly because he didn’t
want to sit out a year of
eligibiltiy as the transfer
would have necessitated.
He has been the
Spartan second baseman
ever since.
Similarly, Pedretti’s
original decision to come to
San Jose was less than
etched in a solid bed of
concrete.
"I didn’t really have
much choice," Pedretti
said. "I wasn’t getting the
offers (from other schools)
I thought I would."
Pedretti said he wasn’t
interested in attending a
four-year University upon
graduation from Turlock
High School in 1975.
Rather, he and close friend
Ron Pimentel I now a
Spartan first baseman
had pretty much made up
their minds to attend
Merced JC.
At Merced, Pedretti
piled up some impressive
statistics on a team that
won the state championship in 1977. Pedretti
was named All-State, as
well as Most Valuable
Player in his conference.
But still, the flood of
scholarship offers never
materialized.
"I got a call from the
University of Arizona,"
Pedretti said, "but it
turned out they thought I
was a shortstop, so they
ended up taking our
shortstop instead."
Pedretti really wanted
to attend UC Santa Barbara, he said, but that
didn’t work out either.
As it turned out,
Pedretti happened to go
along when Merced
teammmates Pimentel and
Ernie Hayden now the
Spartan left fielder made
a visit to SJSU.
Coach Gene Menges
offered spots to all three
but even so, Pedretti didn’t
think he’d come here.
However, over the
summer, while Pimentel
was working in San Jose,
he wrote Pedretti a letter
saying that Menges was
still interested, and only
then did Pedretti decide on
SJSU.
After the difficulties he
encountered in his first
semester,
Pedretti
probably had good reason
to doubt his decision.
But better times were
ahead.
last season saw
Pedretti installed as the
regualr second baseman,
and though it got off to a
slow start, Pedretti came
on to hit .278, and lead the
club in stolen bases with 21.
Pedretti’s
performance a year ago
paralleled that of the team,

Gymnasts
in action

which got off to a slow
start, but came on to take
the second half crown in
the Northern California
Baseball Association.
Pedretti thinks that
may be due in large part to
the -relaxed" atmosphere
of the SJSU program.
While a team like
Fresno State, which is gong
ho from the very beginning, went downhill as the
season progressed, the
Spartans
were
just
peaking, according to
Pedretti.
This season has thus
far been remarkably
similar to the early stages
of last year, and Pedretti is
hopeful that it will also end
up in the same fashion.
SJSU got off to a
horrendous start this year,
being swept in the season
opening series by the
University of San Francisco.
Since then however,
the Spartans have won four
of their last six in the
NCBA to climb back into
contention. And there is
still the second half of the
season to come.
Pedretti feels the
Spartans still have a good

chance to take the league
title, if not in the first half,
then in the second.
c
"I want to make it at
least to the regionals,"

Chris Pedretti
Pedretti said, "and
hopefully even the College
Baseball World Series."
Pedretti has been
bothered this year by a
sore arm, which he hurt at
the beginning of January

practice.
"It just kept getting
worse, and fiarilly got to
where I could barely
throw."
Pedretti has seen an
orthopedic surgeon, who
diagnosed the problem as
muscle-related. It is getting
better through
treatment, Pedretti said.
Coming into this
season, Pedretti seemed
almost sure of a starting
job, but he was pressed
hard by an unexpected
Joe
source, walk-on
"Since I was
Darretta.
first-string," Pedretti said,
"I figured I’d stay there
unless !totally blew it."
Seemingly, Pedretti
has fought off the
challenge, and solidified
his hold on the second base
job.
Pedretti is off to a good
start offensively, currently
hitting .346.
And though the bad
arm may have hindered his
defense some, he has yet to
ccmmit an error.
A human performance

major, Pedretti hopes to
continue his baseball
career after his days at
SJSU.
"I think I’m as good as
a lot of pro players,"
Pedretti said. "It’s just a
matter of getting the
chance.

"I saw the guys that
got drafted last year, and I
think I can play with
them."
If that doesn’t work
out, Pedretti may play in
Italy.
He was offered a
chance to play in Italy this

year by John Noce, coach
at College of San MAteo,
who also coaches a club in
Italy. But Pedretti turned it
down, at least for the
present.
"I definitely want to
graduate," Pedretti said.
The holder of a 3.2

Baseball set may be off
This weekend’s scheduled baseball
series between SJSU and St. Mary’s
may be a casualty of the inclement
weather this week.
SJSU assistant coach Sam Piraro
said Thursday it was doubtful the series
could be played "even if it stopped
raining right now."
"They don’t cover the Muni (San
Jose Municipal Stadium) infield and it
gets muddy out there," Piraro said.
"They ( the city of San Jose) won’t let us
out there if there’s any chance of us
tearing it up.
"We haven’t heard anything from
St. Mary’s about a definite cancellation. But right now it doesn’t look

good."
The Spartans are scheduled to play
Pepperdine Sunday but that game may
be cancelled if the St. Mary’s series is
postponed to Sunday or early next
week, Piraro said.
"Right now I don’t even know if
we’d be able to get Muni even for
Sunday," Piraro said. "And that’s if it
stops raining."
If the St. Mary’s series is played, it
gets underway today with a 2:30 p.m.
game in Moraga and concludes iwht a
noon doubleheader at Muni. The SJS11Pepperdine contest, a non-league affair, was scheduled for 1 p.m. Sunday at
Muni.

grade average, Pedro
has visions of coachi
baseball when his playi
days are over, and may
even returning to school
pursue a Master’s degree
Even with the succe
he’s found, Pedretti sl
isn’t overly fond of S
Jose.
"I like the school,"
said, "just not the area."
"I want to
someplace smaller, thai
not all freeways."
Even so, there area]
of SJSU baseball fans oi
are glad that Pedre
stopped off in San Jose, al
decided to stay awhile.

HELP WANTEI
ACCOUNTIN
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experience
type 45wpm
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CONTACT:
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Baseball statistics
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BI

28

Galleqo

28

6

11

4

1

0

5

393

Murray

13

I

5

3

1

Bulcocii

32
29

3

12

3

2

0
0

0
1

.395
375

6

9

3

1

1

2

.346

Davenport

13

Stuckey

23
33

3
1
5

4
7
10

7
2

1
3
3

0
0
I

3
0
1

303

20
16

9
4

6

1

1

300

4

5
1

0

0

0

I

1

0

0

0

250
250

Pedretli

Robles
Sever
Scala
Valentuela

4

0

Maki

25

Darretta

11
23

4
I

Hayden
Addiego

13

Rau500flBt

I
10

Pimentel
valenttne
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316
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Hayslip

S
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5

2

0

0

1
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2

2
4

0
3

0
1

0
1

0
0
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2
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2

0

0

0
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1

1

0

0

0

0

0
7

1

2

0

0

0
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0
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0
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0
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0
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I
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6
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9
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Langston

3

6

7

3

6
5

6
2

0-3
0-0

4.30

Berglund

33
II

0 I

9.00

82.3

85

53

36

53

53

4-6

3.92

Totals

7

1
4

18.1
24
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Raphael

20
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I

15
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2.9$

8.59
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Europe for rent
$260/2 months

When you’ve got a Eurail Youthpass it’s like having a
lease on Europe. Because for just $260, you get 2 months
of unlimited Economy train travel in 15 European
countries.
With your Youthpass you can go virtually anywhere
from the Costa Brava to Delphi, anytime you want. And
unlike hitching, we don’t leave you in the middle of
nowhere. Instead, you’ll travel on fast, comfortable trains
to the heart of your next bustling city or quaint village.
And because most Europeans travel by train all the
time, you’re bound to meet the real people of Europe
along the way.
You’ll even get a chance to do something you may never
have done before. Sleep on a train. It beats camping out,
and it’s only a few dollars more for a "couchette:’
Even after you’re off the train, your Youthpass still saves
you money. Here are only a few examples: Free lake
cruises. Free ferry rides across the Adriatic. Free steamer
trips on the Baltic. And free cruises down the Rhine. Not to
mention reduced rates on buses.
To get your Youthpass you must be under 26. And you
must buy it from your Travel Agent in the U.S. because it
can’t be purchased in Europe. Of course we won’t start
counting your 2 months of unlimited travel until you first
use your Youthpass over there. Then, once you’re off, it’s
adios, arrivederci, bon voyage and auf wiedersehen.
So send for our free brochure and find
out how to see all of Europe without
spending all your money. You’ll soon see
why we’re one of Europe’s biggest
rental agents.

nswou.
EUR411.1)
4.14’’
I a

1g.;

stateII
W014
ee

Elittspe

Kodak 74 RC color paper
8x10 25 sheet $7.96
EP -2 developer & bleach fix 1 gallon $16.30

DISCOUNT CAMERA SALES
171 S 3rd St., S J

THE BURGER HOUSE
Old fashion hamburgers and hot dogs

$1.89

Austria
Belgium

Denmark
Finland

France
Greece Luxembourg
Germany Italy
Netherlands

211

Icity

SPECIAL

The women’s gymteam
hosts
nastic
Sacramento State and
Fresno State tonight at 7:30
Plus Tax
in the Women’s Gym in its
388 E. Santa Clara St., between 8th and 9th
final league matches of the
year. SJSU is currently 2-0
292-2882
in conference paly and 13-0
Open 11-8 Mon. -Fri. and 11-7 Sat.
overall.
I.

664.

70305
e:44ir’rf
c7ti
ItL);:liliOrtT:a
re

Ilford R.C. paper b&w
8x10 25 sheet $7.59

OLD FASHION HAMBURGER
FRIES and LARGE SOFT DRINK
Good Thou 2121-2129 With Coupon

aloft

rszl4a,;Scl

Norway Spain
Portugal Sweden Switzerland

774P141e.a,
fOrLeSS.
"1.4
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Hayward State chief foe in track opener
By Danny Edwards
Even though rain
continues to fall, SJSU’s
rack and field team is still
icheduled to open its home
ieason at Bud Winter Field
omorrow at 10 a.m.
igainst Cal StateLayward, San Francisco
Rate
and
Stanford
Jniversity.
SJSU coach Ernie
lullard and Stanford coach
’ayton Jordan both believe
hat Hayward will provide
he Spartans’ main cornetition.
They

might

be

tougher than ever," Jordan
said.
"I talked to Jim
Santos 1 Hayward coach)
and he said they have their
best team ever."
Santos could not be
reached for comment.
Hayward has twice
won the National Collegiate
Athletic
Association
Division II championship.
Concerning his own
squad, Jordan said, "We’re
a young team. We don’t
have many well-known
competitors.
"San Jose has people
with great marks. We need

more depth to match them.
They are a tremendously
powerful team."
However, Jordan said
the Cardinals do have some
strong pertormers in
certain areas.
Football star Darrin
Nelson has run 10.3 in the
100-meter dash and 21.2 for
200 meters. Nelson also
has a 26-foot long jump to
his credit and runs the
leadoff leg in the 400-meter
relay.
Nelson will have a
tough task in the 100
though, as the Spartans
have five sprinters who

have run 10.3 or better.
SJSU also has several
talented high hurdlers but
Jordan said that Stanford’s
Kenny Margerun "doesn’t
worry about other people’s
times."
"He’s a tough competitor," Jordan said.
Margerun has clocked
13.7 for the 100-meter high
hurdles and has defeated
nationally -ranked Greg
Foster of UCLA.
The Cardinals also

23 (Friday night)
and DANCE YOUR ASS OFF
from 9 p m to 1 am Presented

MEN, WOMEN.

The Spartans, who are
ying to escape the PCAA
!liar, were rooting like
all for Pacific to win. The
linking was if Pacific
inches the crown, the
igers will take it easy on
JSU Sunday at Inependance High and rest
ime of the top guns.
Those guns include
uard Terrance Carney
17.3), forward Ron Corelius (15.2) and guard
latt McGuire ( 11.0). The
io is the main reason the
igers have won seven
.raight games going into
st night’s action in Logan

SPARTAN
STATIONS
Best gas in town
At the cheapest prices
GASOLINE
MOTOR OIL

10th El Taylor
4th Et Williams

7th & Phelan
245 Ke es

1979 CHARTER FLIGHTS
[ROM SF() OR OAKI AN[)
ALL AR( CUARANTEEDSEATS

Pacific had trouble
ith the Spartans last
onth in stockton. The
[gees won, 86-72 but the

WANTED

FREIGHTERS
No experience High Pay. See

$IO

MEN S.
$5
WOMEN’S, for class rings Any
condition Will arrange pick up
Phone (toll free/
ANYTIME"

public from 10 am
Sat Sun

prices Call Ed at 238 4.669 or 975
6974

LIFE

FELLOWSHIP

Ball,

Blue Barclays Passbook to West

where to get lobs

Sandwiches,
126

E

San

BE A YOGI

PRIVATE
IS

FOR

FASHION

THE

60.1 T

Let me determine
your most flattering as well as
SPRING!
cove

you a personalized style
These are YOUR

TUTOR, MathrPhysics

characters,

Physics degree

merchandise

S15/hr.

Eric. 2199 8151.

tenance

SUMMER

Pro

Marketing/Sales

description

gram

$750 in sales
3
program
goals
12 week
states, Chicago orientation Jr
or Sr Business or Marketing

about 70 colors out of a set of 500
together with your personal

Students
Planning,

style description In a POrtf01.0
By
appt
only
References.
scale

Sliding

Lynne

Carol

full time

Maior
NURSING
Roornate share

NOW

in

LOOKING for female roornmatels)
to share nrce 7 harm at Valley

Contact
Career
BC 11
Interviews

Europe,
S
Australia. Asia, Etc
$500 $1,000
paid

America,
All fields,

monthly

Expenses
Free info

Sightseeong

Write

IJC,

Box

4490 SB,

Berkeley, CA 94704.

Publications/Brochures
MALE roommate wanted to share
house. Call Scott, 241 5017

teresting.

appointment, call 297 9954

ENTERPRISES HAS 1Tt
The Widest selection of the
Highest fidelity at the Lowest

pointrnent at my othce or home

LOST: Balboa High School ring
1977, JKG in,t,al insde If found.
canna 1575.
. _
LOST 6 month old cat Black with
white on paws and neck Goes by
name of Sylvester

AE is your consumer
electronics buying service for
audio
per
compacts,

movement

and

give

you

narrative

3649

5

excellent

help wanted

DO YOU need a couple of units? If
writing is your thing, we need

the
prices

at

Peter

B

6818

Spartan

Mobile
with

two

to

try

contact

housing

Carol

Schreiber at 777 3235 or 787 2532
for more InfOrmatiOn.

remodeled. EK, stilt in vacuum.

SJSU

tax

10
Key
season, In

3

sweet love
sounds
Be
Valentine Fuzzy Puppy

no

exper aence

necessary

ekcellent Pan Write Amerocan
Service, 8350 Park Lane. Sute
177. Dallas. TX 75231
WANTED
Student
Rm /BoardcSm
return

meeting schedule or lust more
information call our events tape

for

nsewk

to live in
Salary
In
child care and It

Own

transporlatton

reg’d Non Smoker Mt Vew
gal 1314 15 min from SJSU

298 GAYS

TAIPEI

and matd/sery
T V
everything furntshed.

FRANKFURT FROM $439 R.T.

Bribed

love 100. Willard

Maps

Love

passes

travel

you

backpacks and other
alOS
Trip and Travel
(charter
Company

Travel Spevial,stsl aaa E SOm
Street thlocks from Togo’s) San

00000

95112

WITH NEW YORE STOP

ONE WAY $2 2 5

Two

Three

Four

davs

days

2 40

250

2 00

2 50

dayS
2 25
2 75

days

2 00

300

35

2 50
300

3 00
3 50

3 75

2 90
3 40

3 75

3 30

350
00

35

Don’t knock

Baseball cards.

all years and types. especially
Bowman. Goody. Post. Lea
prces

paid

Call

Peter

yourself out

Top

Field.

629 6939
Moo Cow. Elephant.
all the rest want

Sell it in the

CLASSIFIED

everybody

to write
They’re
really goose to miss you
(Mr,
too!)

parking
per

122 N

services

SAN JOSE
RESIDENCE CLUB
Great guys and gals, kitchen
facilities, game room. color TV
linen and maid serv fireplace,
courtyard. parking. 532 per wk
share, $55 smote 202 S 11th St

A igehra. geometry
rah otos
Ea
trigonometry,
perieneed tutor with masters
1381
493
degree

MA 1 H tutoring

call first 293 7314

nun!

4P0,04,lhatelY 30 tette., and seat es for, ,

,

Fore
day
.75
31

Eel It endthonal kn. add
LEAVES MONDAYS lAkiR TO LONDON

50

50

FOR LONG DURATION Ii ICHTS
41.nornwn 71vve Ones One Oer
Semester, rate Iell ago., uS 00

STAY UP TO h MONTHS

PARIS ONE WAY - STUDENTS ONLY $260
ALL PRICES PLUS TAX

Check

F m iosed

OR

BRITISH EUROPEAN TRAVEL
1113111’, II.’ 11(0 ,1

111

‘, I

984-7576
.2.4?-2eTertakt0er.rTery.4.243.4,714:24144.e........0,_

(I ’"I ’t

/

s

SEND CHECK, MONEY ORDER

CIassolocelton

CASH TO:

Announcements

Hein Wanted

Services
travel

SPARTAN DAISY CLASSIFIED

Automotive
For Sale

Nostrum.

Stereo

SAN JOSE STATE UNIVERSITY
SAN JOSE. CALIFORNIA 95114
m118

797 1613 Mon

Ar A

Print Your Ad Here:

One

Youth Hostel

Planning

JOS, CA

WANTED TO BUY

from

1

der
I 50

flights

Overseas
lob
placement
U SO, CANADA
and MEXICO TRAVEL
Hard
to find Travel books Luggage

ONE WAY $259

ZURICH FROM $489 R.T.
BRUSSELS FROM $450 R.T.

YORK

Student Identity Card issuance
and
Eura.l.
Student
Ranil

my

1744
BADGE
Wishing you the
happiest of birthdays Take it
easier today than you did last

Cookie and

530

wk Share, 550 wk sngle,
8th St 2799501

RATES--

ONE WAY FROM $2 3 3

NEW
student

throughout Asia. Africa and the
Internetionai
Middle
East

cards

HEY San Jose

MOTHER OLSON’S
Two Houses across st

RIO

SIGNAPORE

HONOLULU
CITY
Plus

MOM

LONDON ROUND TRIP FROM $449

JAMICA

HONG KONG..
TEL
AVIV
MANILA.,
TOKYO
AUSTRALIA..

IRISH L My heart pounds for your

forced a.. own utility rm 1.000
sq I1 5300thso 717 5 2nd, 377
6998

MIL

DeJANE IRO

Renee
Licensed,

Located off
S
BaScom on Stokes By alzPt 295
5911

campus, kitchen, facilities, linen
ADDRESSERS
Wanted
Immediately. Work at home

other actIvities We provide an
informal
educatIonal sociel
setting which is very condus,ve
to meeting people and learning
about the gay community Snail
attend For our
you can be

for

terviewing now 1 ax Corporal.on
of America 1060 hemnisota 294
3613 294 3134

GAY MEN and Lesbians SJSU Gay
meets
most
union
Student
T hors at 8PM in the Guadalupe
Rm of the SJSU Student Orhon,
Speaker led discussions. rap
groups, potluck dinners and

Full time

operators

COSTA RICA

REMOVED

your Irtendly 900 pal
Ar!!!

bdrm Vletorian duplex
Unit,
Completely
Upper

PART TIME.

HAIR
Stale

Fri 96 Sat 103

sound

and lighting effects
available for all occasions Call
/ 767 3156

systems

MADRID

BIRTHDAY Happies to KMS from

new

a

SHANNON

BRUSSELS

Registered Electrologrst 12 yrs
Complimentary

Friday
MOB

We
supervision
protessoonal
people whPre
serious
and
or

Amsterdam’s

ENEVA

Fast, accurate
Selectric II

IBM

experience
consultation

train
Spencer, 257

Laker)
FRANKFURT.

LIMA,
YUGOSLAVIA
AN
PERU (SOUTH AMERICA)

Towers

Will

(melding

LONDON
PARIS

DUSSELDORF
new

gateway)
ZURICH COPENHAGEN
G

PERMANENTLY

about the writong craft
flexible enough

Typist

UNWANTED

want

Shows

Tremendous

Mrs

Thesis, term papers, etc
Phone
and fast

Call Dave at

MICHELLE
Be 1 Billy 10
JERI
Renoti Happy Valent.nes Day,

Quarterly You can receove one
to three units through an IS 180
class, and work with concerned

style
Light

the

Publication

Enterprises a Call. The number
is 255 5550 M F after 2 pm
anytime weekends Ask for Ken
Audio Enterpirses Has Iti

and

Call

reader

Exp

reaidnable

and see

EULIPIA Crepe Cate, 374 S. First
S1
is looking for enthusiastic
talent for dishwasher Call 793

you at the Alumni Associatton
for PR writing and for our

Sound

EXPERIENCE

framework

Student

Exper.enced
269 8674

252 8058

a

1809

Pactlic, or the thrown together
lunk systems at Cal. then you
owe it to yourself to Gve Audo

Disco

witfon

near

any
system! 5 FREE LPs with each
Purchase! If you’re tired of the

DISCO

$3/hr

All accessories

small selection at
high
works,
the

ideas

week on Saturdays as part of a
Title IV Program
Must be

videoscreens
Everything you
need in home entertarnment all
10 50 percent DISCOUNTS! MN

of

TYPING

campus 298 2308

STUDENTS to assist in teaching
remedial read.ng 2 to 3 hrs per

VTR,,

optional

LEMKE’S Typing Service
Rates 792 4729

LOOKING for female to live with a
nice, handicapped man He likes
music and writing Lives near

the results on film. Call Bill, 737
1544.

better

games

w/purchase

in

Your
required

for
Student Produced
er
choldren’s film No pay but rn
teresting opportunity to explore

coverage for less money CALL:
MORY STAR. 253 3277 or 446

components,
fables, and accessor.es for auto.
home, stage, or studio. AE also

Fast, accurate.
Selectric II

IBM

travel

PROF

home, or at my office. Let’s get
together

of

typist

298 5480

MAJOR
wanted
Need
DANCE
inventive choreographer/den<

and we’ll set up a time conven
ient for you on campus, at your

Prices!

Fop

reasonable

(collegiate $.J.). (415/ 835 9781

AUDIO

Plus

PROF

lost and found

CHARTER FLIGHTS 1979
We
represent all charter operators:

SALES
profitable

Experience

hours

HEALTH If you are not already
with Stale Farm, call for an aP

cost

Term papers
10 percent discount to students
Foe
cards
student
ID
With

personals

ADVERTISING

Call 294 4688 eves , or 295 3924.

sun in the mountains.

at

TYPO GRAPHICS. INC
Writing andediting resumes
Medical/Legal typIng and trans.

Avail.,

3/15, Kevin, 793 5290

1992175

DEAR STUDENT, FACULTY AND
STAFF: Your insurance needs
HOME,
FIRE,
AUTO.

extended wrnly

utilitles.

and

deposit

All maiors may apply
For Information

for sale

Also corning up is the Weekend

wrnty

Babysitter available in
area
Part time
SJSU
References Debbe, 292 7140

FEMALE wanted to share? bdrrn., 2
ba apt near campus With 26 Cr
Old I A meior 5140/rno plus

The Child Sexual
Abuse Treatment Program
is looking for interns
Your volunteer services
Will not only benefit you

glitse

’70 TOYOTA Corona Mark II Low
mileage, stereo cassette, 5700

TV’s

Sl/Pe Sheda, 2799120
MATURE

Summer/year

round

Title), Sun, Feb 25, noon and 4
pm
Address
Camera One
Theatre, 366 S First St. San

Lifts, lodging
included for $16000 Sign uoS
start Feb 27th at 7 30a m lithe
Almaden Room. Student Unlon

brands

EXPERT typIng and proofreading
Of term papers etc Fast serytce

252 8058

UTAH, During Spring break
With SJSU SKI CLUB
FIVE
DAYS skiing at Park City, Alta

300

9am 9pM

console 288 7490

but the Program also

17 113th Come ioln us for fun and

Graduate T ypisl List) Blossom
Hill area Call Kathie, 5713 1216.

atmos 1 min from campus Rec

Surfing
Hollywood
p.0, teted
movie to be filmed ,n Santa Cruz
and vicinity. Call I 722 7761
OVERSEAS JOBS

CORPS
PEACE
VOLUNTEERS contact Patty
Gerken, 277 3446. Ind Studies
207:41,W:in, Or F 9/

trip to SQUAW VALLEY, Feb

years
TYPING
20
Correcting
IBM
experience
Selectric Term papers, theses.
reports. manuscripts. etc (On

SURFERS WANTED as actors In

FILMS
DOWNPOUR
(w/English
(Ragbar)
Sat, Feb 24, 11 a m and 3 30
pm THE POSTMAN. Sat , Feb
24,1 3O pm , and Sun . Feb 25,2
p.m
TANGSIR
(w/English

RETURNED

Transportation,
and parties all

apt
Neat.

person

VILLAGE
AMUSEMENT PARK

IRANIAN

for
Saturdays.
Also,
Dress
Success or the Business mind
ed. You never have to make a
clothes mistake again

and Snowbird.

Fern

bdrm

3/7/79

Bowman. M.A., 247 2504, 5:30
7 00 pm most eves. 1 tarn lprn

SKI

needs
2

and 1/7 util/mo
responsible student
Studious

summer

FRONTIER

Inguire

fees

of

colors

Apply

Care

Health

Approx

that you can use and adapt for
the rest of your life I give you

details

Vick,

main
part time

Immediate

Openings,

unique fashion bu.lding blocks

services,

sales,

269 7937
EXPERT

BEAR!

food

SON, eleamit and understood by
everyone, For the I !nest wed
ding photography call John at

weekends Ask for Brian

West Apts Large ibdrrn and ba
$1170 or one, $215 for two Prefer
non smoker 297 3655

AMUSEMENT PARK FUN,
Ride
operators,
costume

Wedding
tor
a
Photographer? Images by John
that are
of
love
are expressions

of house keeping. etc
Maximum rent I can pay., 5165
If
interested,
call
749 2850
MT TO F 3 10 PM or 2415012

CA 93018

Jose Call Paty 94 1642
COLOR

Send 12 to
Box 2480, Goleta,

Janet 227 9525
LOOPING

share

Vegetable Burger, Creps Drinks
Margartes,
Salvador, 10 3

Graduate
University
State
Department IBM Sel II South
San Jose ’Blossom Valley Area

Mg (Of anything) environment I
am responsible and writ do my

Market,
289

Approved by San Jose

tations

MaiOr looking for a

$3525

Alasco, P0

Accurate
and
reasonable too IBM Selectric
One me a try, I’m in West San

in

Eve

Clara Sunnyvale CoPer
Santa
tiny areas I prefer a non smok

to s pm.

Hall, Thank You Very Much
Food

Involved

NEA T NESS. and DEADLINES
Expertenced
GUARANTEED
Disser
In Masters, Reports

reasonably Quiet place to live In

Arcade Skee
Flea

Jose

per /trio Nat’l Parks, F isheres,
Logging, and more How and

HEALTH
Fast,

I AM A Bio Sri

JOBS IN ALASKA
Summer lobs
High
paring,
$1100 $2,000

Gospel, Prosperity 298 4509
TYPING

Contact

San

12000 Berryessa Rd Call
1553 8 305 00 week da s

TO THE PERSON who returned my

Develop
Aquarian

Classes In Psychic
rnent,
Meditation,

and

ACCURACY,

TYPING

TIME

able to assume responsibility.
Part time lob. working with

BEAUTIFUL stained glass artwork
Windows on display or custom
order
We guarantee lowest

activities
CIRCLE OF

PART

HELP WANTED IMMEDIATELY
Need aggressive personalitY,

I 800 835 2246

union Outdoor and conservation

Active

man

BuSiness and Community

DISHWASHER We need you to

Boa 61035. Sect . CA 95860
SIERRA Club meeting TueS. 7.30
pm
Guadalupe
Rm
student

Required

2790951.

-PAYING

Europe, Hawaii, Austral., So
America Career Summer. Send
$385 for Into to SEAWORLD.

room and board for right
For
company
and
student
Inendship for older Professional

FREE

work from 12 to 1 30,M F 53 00.
Lord Chancellors
and lunch

Admission

JOBS

WITH NEW YORK STOP

Carney has been the
rp banana for the Tigers.
the last seven games,
arney has averaged
Ater than 21 points and is
tting over 52 percent of
s shots from the floor this
.?ar.

and Lang the 5,000-meter
run.
Nelson said Ed Roland
(100 meters) and Jerome
Reynolds ( high hurdles)
"should do well.
"Our field event people
have been working mostly
she said.
conditioning,"
on
"They haven’t had much
technique work this early."
San Francisco will also
field a women’s team and
Nelson said Hayward will
probably have one also.

and weekends 247 7723

SI 50

CRUISE

Hours/Good
55 00/hr
RN’s, 58/hr

Expemence
Some
Call 787 1749 for Appt

Feb

by Sigma Alpha Mu

has
and

get "GASSED" at

SFSU assistant track
coach Debbie Nelson
agreed.
"We don’t have very
much depth," she said.
"Our strong points are
distance running and
sprints."
Nelson said Jim
Martinelli and Bob Lang,
two Skyline College grads,
are two of the Golden
Gators’ top distance men.
Martinelli will run the
3,000-meter steeplechase

Aides/Ord .

Pay

LON’S, 56 50thr

elloiPment and records will Win
the disks at yOur small party
SS/hr 286

union

Flexible

NURSING

Bus

LOOKING FOR SOME MIDNIGHT
DELIGHT? Come to the Student

By Steve Carp
To everyone’s surrise, Cal State-Fullerton
; not leading the Pacific
bast Athletic Association
asketball race. In fact,
ou’d be more surprised to
nd out who is leading the
CAA.
Somehow, the Unersity of Pacific Tigers
mind their way to the head
r the PCAA class and liked
so much that they
ecided to stay there.
acific has clinched at
,ast a tie and all it needed
lock up the title was
ther to beat Utah State in
Dgan or hope the Spartans
ok Fresno State last
ght.

Dr
Lapin.
Quick Cash
Tower 763. or call 837 0191

PRO DJ ISJSU student/ with own

:agers host UOP Tigers
Brown chipped in with 14 in
the losing cause.
Conceivably, Sunday’s
game could be a warm-up
for the upcoming PCAA
tournament. Since team 1
plays team 8, if the Tigers
finish in the top spot and
the Spartans remain last,
these two teams would
square off again -this time
in Anaheim.

WANTED

CARDS

BASEBALL

announcements

nearly

Spartans were without
Wally Rank, who had an
injured left wrist. Rank
usually plays well vs. the
Tigers and he could be a
factor in this one.
In Rank’s absence,
Mickey
Jackson and
Grover Brown picked up
the scoring slack at the
Stockton Civic Auditorium.
Jackson had 19 while

posted an 8:53.4 for two
miles.
1,obsinger has run
3:46.1 for 1,500-meters. "It
should be a good race
between Tom and (Spartan) Stan Ross," Jordan
said.
Ross has also gone
under 3:50 for the 1,500.
Jordan said he thought
San Francisco State "could
be good in some events.
They’re sort of like us in
that they lack depth."

classifieds

Distance runners
’unproven but tough’
"On paper we’re as good or better than
By Danny Edwards
SJSU’s distance runners for the up- any other team in the PCAA as far as
orning track and field season are "un- depth goes. I think we’ll have a lot of
roven, but tough," said assistant track improvement this season."
oach Don Riggs, who is in charge of the
Heading the Spartans in the 100-meter
istance runners.
dash are senior Mike Kirtman and junior
Riggs is also coaching quarter-miler Phil Williams who have raced to 10.2
tephen Chepkwony, who qualified for clockings. Kirtman has also posted a 21.0
.enya’s Olympic team in 1976.
in the 200-meter dash and 13.7 in the 110"He has world-class credentials," meter high hurdles.
iggs said of Chepkwony. "It’s just a
Sophomore Marcus Washington adds a
latter of whether he’s willing to work 10.27 to the above group and has also run
ard enough to retain top form."
20.7 for the 200.
The Spartans’ top distance runners Freshman Ken Thomas, who won the
upe Chavez, Russ Nahirny and Stan Ross Golden West Invitational and was second
will "be the ones we’ll count on to get us in the state high school meet last year, has
eme points," Riggs said.
run 10.3. Junior Ronnie Anderson adds his
He said Chavez, a senior who has a 10.3 to the group and has a 21.3 in the 200.
livers, who also coaches the high
est of 1:52 in the half-mile, is a team
hurdlers, said, "It’s tough losing Dedy
ader "because of his attitude."
Nahirny, also a senior, has run 4:05 in (Cooper), but we have some good talent in
le mile and Ross, a sophomore, is right that event."
ehind at 4:06.
Cooper, ranked ninth in the world, is
The Spartans look to three freshmen in ineligible for the 1979 season.
Along with Kirtman in the highs are
te 5,000-meter run - Ken Holladay, Tim
ruber and Tom Hussey. Holladay (Gilroy Pete Austin, a senior with a 13.8 mark and
ligh) has posted a 9:08 two-mile time and College of San Mateo transfer Gordon
ruber ( Aptos High) has run 9:23. Hussey Bliss. Bliss ran 14.2 for San Mateo but
as been clocked in 9:24. Steve Lanker and Livers believes he will "go under 14
seconds this season."
[ark Sanchez will also run the 5,000.
Freshman Mike Hawthorne is
In the 3,000-meter steeplechase, SJSU "technically doing some things wrong,"
ill have Terrance Boynton and Riggs’ but could be a help to the Spartans in the
in, Jeff, a freshman.
hurdles, Livers said.
"Our distance runners are young but
With such depth in the sprints, the
ugh," Riggs said. "They’re all hand- Spartans should have an excellent
400eked by me. We don’t recruit anyone who meter relay team, Livers said.
n’t tough, I don’t care how good they
"To have a successful relay team,
Speaking of tough, the Spartans have a they (the four relay members) need to
rong performer in the 400-meter hurdles work well together. We’ve got a good team
Don Finley. Finley has run 51.2 in the feeling right now."
The mile relay team doesn’t look ’An
ient and has also recorded a 46.8 mile:bad, either. Returning for the Spatkares is
ilay split.
"Don is an extremely important in- Marlon Roche who has run 45.99 for 400
meters. Dwight Yoder ran 49.4 as a
.vidual on this team," Riggs said.
freshman and Antonio McDaniels adds a
Jerome Bearden, with a best of 54.4
48.9.
ill also compete in the intermediate
"We should have two good relay
When it comes to the sprints, one can teams," Livers said. "We’ve got a lot of
ulerstand why SJSU sprint coach Larry talent in those areas. I’m looking forward
ivers is "pumped up" about the coming to a good season."
!ason.
The Spartans will have a chance to see
"We don’t have the big-name sprin- how good they are when they meet Stanr," Livers said, "but we have a solid core ford, Hayward State and San Francisco
about five guys who could run close to 10 State in their first meet at Bud Winter
at in the 100.
Field tomorrow at 10 a.m.

have two excellent distance
runners in Roy Kissin, Rod
Berry and Tom Lobsinger.
Kissin and Berry have both
competed in international
cross country meets.
Kissin, who has run
8:56 for two miles, was All America in the 10,000meter run at the NCAA’s
last year.
As for Berry, Jordan
said, "I’d like to have about
20 like him."
Berry, a freshman, has
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Assembly delays
business litter tax
SACRAMENTO AP
emergency bill to cut
back and delay a controversial $20 million litter
tax on businesses was
approved yesterday by the
Assembly’s fiscal committee.
By a 15-2 vote, the
Ways and Means Committee sent SB 373 to the
Assemblj floor for action
this afternoon. The bill
must be signed by the
governor by Feb. 28, when
the tax goes into effect.
An

The bill would cut the
tax, designed to pay for
anti -litter, recycling and
management
waste
programs, by $6.7 million
by eliminating all retail
merchant and also
and
manufacturers
wholesalers with one or two
employees.
It would also delay the
tax’s effective date from
Feb. 28 to the end of September to give lawmakers
a chance to find other

funding or perhaps change
the program.
The law was first
passed in 1977 and
problems and opposition
did not become apparent
until the state Board of
Equalization sent out tax
notices this month, said the
author, Sen. John Nejedly,
H -Walnut Creek.
lie said the small
been
businesses
had
unaware of the new law,
but the larger firms had
supported it two years ago
and still do. The new bill
would cut the number of
affected businesses from
600,000 to 350,000.
committee
The
defeated, by a 6-12 vote, a
Republican attempt to
repeal the tax entirely, the
form in which Nejedly’s
bill left the Senate.
This litter tax is still
inequitable," said the
sponsor,
amendment
Gordon
Assemblyman
Duffy, R -Hanford. "It
doesn’t matter who you cut
off."
Assemblyman
But
Terry Goggin, D -San
Bernardino, said the bill’s
modified form, worked out
in the Assembly Resources, Land Use and Energy

Committee on Tuesday,
was "a delicate compromise. For this committee to reverse the policy
committee would be a very
bad precedent."
Nejedly said that if
funding were cut entirely,
the anti -litter programs
would have a hard time
getting general fund money
and would probably die.
committee
The
chairman, Assemblyman
Daniel Boatwright, D Concord, stressed that he
didn’t like the exclusions in
the new bill and wanted
some changes before
September, but was supporting it "because I don’t
want these charges to
become a lien on the 28th of
February.
He added, "Jack -inthe-Box and McDonalds
contribute more to litter
than anyone else and
they’re excluded in this
bill."

Former stuntman
enters testimony
LOS ANGELES ( AP) The man who introduced
Lee Marvin to Michelle
Triola Marvin, testified
yesterday that once, when

A.S. Council funds drop
iTntinued from Page 0

As an example, Lenart
cited last year’s Winter
Carnival scandal. Jerry
Kranz had served as
committee chairman of the
Winter Carnival ski trip
even though he was not
enrolled as a student at the
university.
Among some of the
actions taken against him
was a suit by the A.S.
council for refusal to turn

over any leftover monies
and/or the records of the
expenditures for the trip.
It was suspected that
he misused funds from the
money allocated to his
committee.
"It was the first time in
the 11 years I had been
working with Winter
Carnival that anyone had
done something like that,"
Lenart said. "It happened

simply because he I Kranz,
then chairman of the
program) did not follow the
normal procedures for
obtaining money."
This information was
obtained, in part, from the
general fund report of Feb.
20, from the A.S.
president’s
projected
budget still in the process
of council approval) and
from the SJSU Associated
Students Budget handbook.

Analyst sees saving
i Continued from Page!)
"We need more oneterm politicians, people
who are willing to tell us
the truth and do what is
right and let the political
chips fall where they
may:’
Commenting on the
budget, a statement by
Carter to the effect that his
proposed federal budget
was "lean and austere" is a
bunch of "malarkey," he
said.
"It’s essential," Rukeyser added, "that we get
the budget balanced if
we’re to avoid double-digit
inflation.
"Blaming a banker for
high interest rates is like
blaming a thermometer for
a high temperature," he
said. "The real villain is
Uncle Sam."
Rukeyser also hit hard
on labor, calling it one of
the major causes of
economic maladies.
"It’s time for Congress
to take a long overdue look
at labor," he said, "and it’s
high time we stopped letting George Meany set all
the limits in economic debates."
On teen-age unemployment, Rukeyser commented, The rate of teenage unemployment in this
country is a disgrace.
"It’s time we either
stop pretending we’re good
guys or else start making
practical attempts to get
them to work, beginning
with that stupid increase in
the minimum wage."
The effect of suet
increases, Rukeyser said,
has historically been to put
more teen-agers out of
work, with most of those
being from minorities,
mainly black.
On the problem of
energy, Rukeyser said that
the problem does not lie on
the consumption side.
"Conservation," he
said, "is working better
than you’ve been led to
believe."

The real answer, he
believes, must come from
the supply side and he
added that the U.S.
government’s
priority
should be aimed at
preventing America from
being vulnerable to international blackmail.
"We must get away
from the zany theory that
the worst thing that can
happen in the U.S. is if
’some dirty rat’ makes
heavy profits."
In the area of foreign
policy, he said, "The
problam is that we’ve been
making friends of our

enemies and enemies of
our friends.
"We can no longer
afford to offer detente at
cut-rate prices to those
countries who are against
"In the last 15 years,"
he said, "we have been
treated to a royal bipartisan foul-up of the
American economy.
"The productive
working American and
those on fixed incomes are
the worst hit and they are
the ones who ought to 4do
some tax revolting."

the couple was feuding,
Miss Marvin asked him if
he could "introduced her to
another celebrity."
Boyd Cabeen, a former
stuntman and stand-in for
Marvin, said Miss Marvin
had come to stay at his
house "because Lee had
kicked her out.
"She said, ’it looks like
it’s all over between us, "
Cabeen said.
He said at that point
she asked him to intercede
with Marvin, saying, "Can
you do anything? Or can
you introduce me to
another celebrity?"
On cross examination,
Miss Marivn’s attorney,
Mitchelson,
Marvin
shouted angrily: "did she
particualr
have
any
celebrity in mind, sir?"
"She could have settled
for anyone," snapped the
witness.
The exchange was
stricken from the court
record.
Cabeen concluded his
testimony by saying he

held no hostility for Miss
Marvin when she lived with
the actor.

National

Senate committee
OK’s Taiwan bill
WASHINGTON APP
The Senate Foreign
Relations Committee voted
unanimous
approval
Thursday of a "Taiwan
security" bill declaring
that continued U.S.
recognition of the Peking
government depends upon
a peaceful approach by
China toward Taiwan.
The committee, by a
10-0 vote, accepted compromise wording declaring
that a threatened attack by
the mainland against
Taiwan would be "of grave
concern to the United
States."
The issue is expected to
stir a fresh fight when the
bill reaches the floor of the

Senate.
While the vote on the
Taiwan amendment was
unanimous, a clearer indication of sentiment on the
committee came earlier on
wording suggested by Sen.
Charles Percy, R -ill.
Percy’s proposal that a
move against Taiwan be
considered a threat against
"the security interest of the
United States" was
rejected 11-4.
The wording approved
by the committee had won
the reluctant acceptance of
President Carter, who
announced last Dec. 15 that
the United States would
recognize Peking while
cutting off diplomatic
relations with Taiwan.
Thursday’s vote will
probably allow the full
Senate to vote confirmation
of Leonard Woodcock,
whose nomination as the
new ambassador to Peking
had been entangled in the
Taiwan issue.
compromise,
The
worked out by Sens. Frank

spartaguide
The Military Science
Department is hosting
scholarship interviews
through Feb. 28, from 8
a.m. to 4 p.m. in
MacQuarrie Hall, room
310. Students who are not
enrolled in ROTC are
eligible to be interviewed
for scholarships. For more
information, call Chris
Clarke, 277-2985.
SJSU Cheerleaders
will hold workshops for
tryouts 10 a.m, to noon
tomorrow in the Women’s
Gym, room 128. Tryouts
are for male and female
cheerleaders and pompon
girls. For more information call Patricia at
277-3242 or 274-3057.
Beta Alpha Psi will
hold a chapter meeting at 7
tonight at the Holiday Inn
Park Center Plaza. Dick
Varian
of
Felder
Associates, will speakon
Con"Corporate
trollership." Everyone is
welcome. For more information call Jim Wolf,
289-1929.

and Roman Catholic Mass
at 8. For more information
call Barbara Oskoui, 2980204.
The Chicano Business
Students Association will
hold an informal meeting
tonight at 7:30 in Chuck’s
Place, 3837 Underwood Dr.,
No. 1. For more information check the CBSA
bulletin board on the first
floor of the business
classrooms.

Engineering & Computer Science Majors

BEFORE YOU PICK UP
YOUR DEGREE,
PICK OUR INTERVIEW.
Contact your placement office
for interview dates.

Earlier, Javits said he
doubted that the Taiwan
security
bill
would
jeopardize
the
new ,
relationship with Peking
But he said a continued
interest in the well-being of
Taiwan is
important
enough to risk a break.
"If this is going to be
the breaking point, then let
it go," said Javits.

Workshop on travel
available to students
The
Associated
Students are sponsoring a
workshop to help the
consumer
better
understand how to get the
most for his travel dollars.
"Europe on the Cheap,
1979," taught by travel
experts from Trip and
Travel Planning Company,
is a three-week travel
workshop
offered
to
students and faculty.

The workshop wine.
begin March 20. The hour -e
long sessions will be givent!
at 7 on Tuesday evenings.
The cost is $2.50 per person.
Sign-up is in the AS
Business Office in thel
Student Union.
if
For more information
call AS Leisure Services at
277-2972 or Trip and Travel’i
Planning, 292-1613.

You don’t
have to shop around.
Icelandic
has the
best bargain
to Europe.

$295
roundtrip.
You’ve heard a lot about fares to Europe. but none of
them can compare with the one you’ve just found.
Icelandic s 14-45 day APEX fare from Chicago to
Luxembourg is just $295 roundt np. Tickets must be booked
and paid for 30 days in advance. Fare subject to change.
No weekend surcharge.
You’ll get free wine with your dinner, free cognac
afterwards and excellent friendly service all the way across
the Atlantic.
Well take you to Luxembourg. right in the heart of
Europe, where you’ll be just hours away by train or car from
almost all of Europe’s most famous landmarks.
Seats are limited, don’t
waste any more time hunting.
You’ve already found the
best bargain of them all.
m.tr
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HUGHES
new

Campus Ministry at
SJSU will hold a Sunday
evening worship, Feb. 25 in
the Chapel, 300 S. lath St.
Protestant worship is at 5

The Student Union
Forum will present Joe
Ella Hannah, campus
ombudsman, Feb. 26, at
noon on the Upper Pad of
the Student Union. She will
answer questions about
student
grievances.
Moderator
is
Mark
Thompson The session will
be broadcast over KSJS at
4:30 p.m., Feb. 26, and
rebroadcasted at 5 p.m. on
March 2.

Church, the committee’s
chairman, and Jacob
Javits,
its
senior
Republican, struck a
balance between those who
believe no Taiwan
legislation is necessary and
others who sought specific
guarantees of a U.S.
military response to a
Chinese threat to the
island.
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Provost
discusses
program
IContinued from Page 0
The new curriculum,
he said, will focus on
"major enduring issues
affecting the remainder of
the twentieth century." To
that end New College will
plunge into the humanities,
science and the social
sciences on topics ranging
from world hunger to art
vs. anti -art.
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